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EXAMPLES OF MESSAGE 1 -
The Connection Request

Script for search queue based on common interest:

Hi {{first_name}},

I was browsing interesting career trajectories and stumbled on your profile. I noticed we have a similar interest in 
{{mutual_interest_found_by_keyword}} and thought I would reach out to connect. I look forward to following your 
journey!

Name
Tagline

Script for search queue based on common industry:

Hi {{first_name}},

I was browsing around other companies in the {{mutual_industry}} industry and stumbled upon your profile. You 
looked like quite an interesting individual so I thought I would reach out to connect. 

Name
Tagline
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EXAMPLES OF MESSAGE 2 -
Thank them for accepting

Hi    ,

Thanks for connecting. I look forward to staying in touch and have a great week.

Name
Tagline”

Hi    ,

Thanks for accepting my connection request. Let me know if you are ever interested in talking more
and have a great week.

Name
Tagline”
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EXAMPLES OF MESSAGE 3 -
Send them useful content

Content drips will will vary greatly based on the specific content you decide to send over. Here are a 
few real world examples from our clients that have produced results.

Hey    ,

I recently stumbled on this article that I thought you 
would enjoy. It’s a simple 15 point list on how to think 
about {{article_topic}}. It’s high level but gets you 
thinking in the right mindset. 

[Article Link]

Hopefully you find this useful.

Name
Tagline

Hey    ,

The {{industry_trade_publication}} recently featured an 
article I wrote all about how to {{Article topic}}. 

You can read the article at {{link}}

Hopefully you find it useful and let me know if you ever 
want to talk more. 

Name
Tagline
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EXAMPLES OF MESSAGE 4 -
The Meeting Ask

The final meeting ask scripts can also vary greatly depending on your industry 
and specific value proposition. 

Hey    ,

I was browsing through your profile again and based 
on the fact that you also work in the {{mutual_industry}} 
industry I thought there may be some opportunity to 
collaborate. 

Would you be open to a quick call to talk more? 

Name
Tagline

Hey    ,

Our company has helped numerous other {{target_
market}} {{service_pitch}} that has saved them 
hundreds of thousands of dollars per year. 

It would be great to have a quick call and see if there 
are any areas that we can help you optimize. How 
does your schedule look for a quick call to talk more?

Name
Tagline
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Examples of responses to
inbound connections

When someone adds you as connection on LinkedIn, you want to follow the standard framework.

Hi     ,

Thanks for reaching out to connect. I was just looking into {{personalize based on what you find in research}}

Can I ask why you added me as a connection on Linkedin?

Name
Tagline
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Examples of responses to
inbound connections
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Nurturing and qualifying leads 
through asking questions

Once you have a lead who has actually engaged with you, the key is to start a conversation and further 
qualify them as a prospect by asking question. 

The key is to probe with a question that isn’t too salesy, but does tie into the service you deliver. 

See below for more examples (Note that questions can vary greatly

based on your business and what qualifies a client) 

1. How do you get most of your clients?

2. What is your biggest challenge right now?

3. What is your superpower?

4. What is holding you back from growing your business?

5. It looks like you have a solid team, do they do most of the project 
delivery or are you still involved day to day?

6. Do you outsource your design work or handle it in house?

7. It looks like you have several people on your marketing team. Are they 
handling design for you in house?



Running LinkedIn Prospecting campaigns will take you roughly 90 minutes per day
if you do this on your own.

That’s a lot of time…

With Lead Cookie, you are guaranteed leads 
for your business! 
Start your risk free trial today at LeadCookie.com

Lead Cookie will handle all of 
the dirty work so you only need 

to invest 15-20 minutes per 
day nurturing the leads that we 

generate for you. 

And using Lead Cookie is
RISK FREE!

We have a 30 day money back 
guarantee. If you are unhappy for 
any reason at the end of 30 days, 

we will refund 100% of your money.


